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NEW METHOD FOR EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION
MAPS IN UNIFORM SPACES

THOMAS A. BROWN1 AND W. W. COMFORT2

1. Introduction and definitions. In [2], Freudenthal and Hurewicz

showed that if the function /, from the totally bounded metric space

M onto M, has the property that (fx, fy) 5= (x, y) for each x and y in

M, then / is an isometry. By amplifying the sequential argument

given in [2], Rhodes (see [4]) proved that an even stronger result

holds in the more general setting of uniform spaces. Using a different

method, the present paper offers a theorem similar to that of Rhodes,

together with a number of results concerning "expansion" maps in

uniform spaces. The notation used here, which very closely approxi-

mates that of [4], has been taken from Chapter 6 of [3].

1.1. Definition. If (M, 11) is a uniform space, then a subset (B

of 11 will be called a basis for (M, 11) if

(a) if xEM and LG®, then (x, x)EU;
(b) if E/Gll, then U~l contains a member of (B;

(c) for each [/Gil there is a VE& for which F o VEU; and

(d) for each Í/GH and FGH, there is a WE® for which WE UC\ V.

1.2. Definition. If <B is a basis for the uniform space (M, -U),

then (B is said to be open if each of its elements is open in MX M.

1.3. Definition. If (B is a basis for the uniform space (M, 11),

then (B is said to be ample if, whenever (x, y)GLG(B> there is a

WE& for which (x, y)EWEWEU.
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1.4. Definition. If (M, 11) is a uniform space with ACM and

¿7£ll, then A is said to be a ¿7-net if MCU„€j1 U[a].

1.5. Definition. A ¿7-net is said to be minimal if no ¿7-net has

smaller cardinality.

1.6. Definition. Let (B be a basis for the uniform space (M, 11),

and let / be a function on M into M. Then

(a) / is said to be a contraction with respect to 03 if (fx, fy) C U

whenever (x, y)£f/£(B;

(b) / is said to be an expansion with respect to 03 if (x, y) C U

whenever (fx, fy) C UC<&;
(c) / is said to be isobasic with respect to (B if / is both a contrac-

tion with respect to (B and an expansion with respect to 03.

1.7. Remark. If M is a metric space with metric p, and if (B is the

family of all sets of the form Uf= {(x, y) \p(x, y) <e}, with e>0, then

the function /: M—*M is isobasic with respect to 03 if and only if f

is a p-isometry.

2.1. Theorem. Let (B ¿>e an open basis for the totally bounded Haus-

dorff uniform space (M, 11), and let the function f, mapping M onto M,

be a contraction with respect to 03. Then (x, y)CU whenever (fx, fy)

C £7£03. // 03 is ample, then f is isobasic with respect to 03.

Proof. We prove the latter of the two statements above. Given

(fx,fy)CUC&, we find WC® such that (fx,fy)C WCWC U. Sup-
pose now that (x, y) £ U. Then there is (see, for example, Theorem 7,

p. 179 of [3]), a symmetric Fi£ll for which (x, y) £ Vi o Wo Vi.

Choosing F2£H so that V2[fx]x V2[fy] CW and selecting F£(B

so that VKJV-lCVir\V2, we see that if (x, x')CV and (y, y')CV,

then (x', y')CW and (fx'Jy')CW.
Now for each minimal F-net A=\ai, ■ • ■ , an] in M, write

(i, j) C D(A) whenever 1 ^ i < j ^ « and a¡ £ JF[a¿]. Let R(A)

= card D(A), and choose A to be a minimal F-net for which R(A)

is maximal. Since there is no index i for which x£ F[a¿] and y£ F[a¿],

we may suppose the notation chosen so that x£ F[ai] and y£ F[a2].

Then (1, 2) £ D(A). Now for 1 gt ¿ » let h = fah and let

5={¿»i, • • • , bn\. Then B is a minimal F-net, and (1, 2)CD(B).

But (i,j)CD(B) whenever (i,j)CD(A), so that R(B)>R(A). This

contradiction completes the proof.

2.2. Corollary. Edrei (See Theorem 1 of [l]). Let M be a totally

bounded metric space and let the function f map M onto M. Suppose

that there exists e>0 for which (fx, fy)<e whenever (x, y)<e. Then

(fx, fy) = (x, y) whenever (x, y) <e.
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3. Expansion maps in uniform spaces. In this section we show, by

employing a device similar to that of Theorem 2.1, that an expansion

map on a compact Hausdorff space into itself must be an onto map-

ping.

3.1. Proposition. Let the uniform space (M, 11) be compact Haus-

dorff, and let ® be a basis for (M, It). Let f: M—>M be an expansion

with respect to (B, and suppose thatf(xa) andf(y^) are nets in fM which

converge to a common point. Then the nets xa, yß converge to a common

point.

3.2. Lemma. Let the uniform space (M, 11) be totally bounded Haus-

dorff, and let (B be a basis for (M, 11). Let f: M^>M be an expansion

with respect to (B. Then fM is dense in M.

Proof. Suppose that there exist pEM and UE® for which

U[p]EM\fM. For each subset F of M, write FGï if (*, y)EU
whenever xEF and yEF. The family £F admits a finite subcover of

M, since if VE(S> and F o VEU, then {int F[x]|xGM} covers M.

Let {Fi, - ■ ■ , Fk} be a subset of ÍF which covers M, selected so that

k is minimal. We may suppose that pEFk- Then FkEU[p], so that

f~lFk=A. If Igi&k-l, then f^FiES; and [%Z}f~lFt-M, contrary
to the minimality of k.

3.3. Definition. Let the uniform space (M, 11) be compact Haus-

dorff, and let (B be a basis for (M, 11). Let/: M—>M be an expansion

with respect to <B, and suppose that f(xa) is a net in fM which ap-

proaches the point pEM. Then the limit in M of the net x« is called

the pseudo-inverse (under/) of p, and is denoted p*.

3.4. Proposition. Let M, It, (B and f be as in 3.3, and suppose that

($> is ample. Then (x*, y*)E U whenever (x, y)E UE®.

3.5. Theorem. Let the uniform space (M, 11) be compact Hausdorff,

and let (B be an ample basis for (M, 11). Let f: M-^M be an expansion

with respect to (B. Then f(p*) =p for each pEM, so that fM=M.

Proof. If there is a pEM for which f(p*)^p, then there is a

UE® for which (f(p*), p)EU. We select VE® so that F o V~l

o V o F-1 C U.

Now for each minimal F-net A = {ai, • ■ ■ , an} in M, write

(i,j)EE(A) whenever l^i<j^n and V[ai]nV[ai\^A. Let S (A)

= card E(A), and choose A to be a minimal F-net for which S(A)

is maximal. Since there is no index i for which £GF[a¿] and f(p*)

EV[ai], we may suppose the notation chosen so that ^GF[«i] and
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f(P*)CV[a2}. Then (1, 2)££(¿). Let B= {a*, • • • , a*}. Since

x = (fx)* for each x£M, it follows from 3.4 that B is a minimal F-net

in M and that pCV[a^]r\V[a^]. Hence (1, 2)CE(B). But (i, j)

CE(B) whenever (i,j)CE(A), so that S(B)>S(A). This contradic-

tion completes the proof.

3.6. Corollary. Banach-Ulam (See Theorem 3 of [5]). A compact

metric space cannot be isometric with a proper subset of itself.

3.7. Corollary. Let the uniform space (M, 11) ¿>e compact Haus-

dorff, and let 03 ¿>e an ample, open basis for (M, 11). Let f: M-^M be

an expansion with respect to (B. Then f is isobasic with respect to (B.

Proof. The function / is clearly (1-1), and its inverse function

f~l exists by 3.5. Since/-1 satisfies the hypotheses of 2.1,/-1 is iso-

basic with respect to 03. Hence / is also.

3.8. Corollary. Let M be a compact metric space and letf: M-^M.

Suppose that there exists e>0 for which (fx, fy)^(x, y) whenever

(x, y) < e. Then (fx, fy) = (x, y) whenever (x, y) < e.
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